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However, in the case of wireless body area network (WBANs),
there is an obvious possibility that the transmitter and receiver
antenna will change their positions and could contribute in
degradation in received signal. In human bodies, there may be
two types of movement. One is due to the movement by the
body parts, for example, shaking or rubbing the hands, etc., and
the other is due to the movement of the complete body
movement. These two types introduce different kinds of signal
degradation. Fading is due to the movement of the body parts,
while scattering and polarization mismatch are due to
movement by the whole body. Subjected to any transmission,
the human body itself reflects the signal when it encounters
certain body parts. It also causes signal strength to fade in
certain areas. In the case of on-body reception, the path of the
signal towards the receiver is either from the front of the body
or the back, which gives rise to multipath fading. Multipath
propagation in on-body propagation channels could also be
observed due to the many factors in indoor environment.

Abstract
The channel characteristics of an on-body wireless
communication system are investigated in a real-time scenario.
The scattering parameters (s21) are analysed of mimo antenna,
for four on-body wireless channels, namely, belt-head, beltchest, belt-wrist and belt-ankle. The body shadowing effect
was added into our observation through multiple body
movements at different time intervals on Ultra-Wideband
(UWB) radio signals. The channel capacity of a wireless link
is improved between two on-body antennas by using a 2x2
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) system in bodycentric wireless communication. Further, two technique waterfilling and equal powers are studied, examined and compared
through simulations in terms of channel capacity for four onbody channels.
Keywords: Ultra wide band (UWB), MIMO, Wireless Body
Area Networks (WBAN), On-Body Wireless Channels, IEEE
802.15.6.

The exact consideration of the specific absorption rate (SAR) is
important. The requirement is to keep the transmitted power as
low as possible. The acceptable SAR value is different in
different parts of the world. In the US, it is 1.6 W/Kg in 1g of
tissue whereas in Europe, the limit is 2.0 W/Kg in 10g of tissue
[3]. In the testing scenario, the transmitted signal power is kept
at 0 dBm or 1 mW, which is less than the limit in any region of
the world but still quite high for the human body. There is a
compulsion to keep the power level as low as possible, because
this does least harm to the body and also consumes less battery
power from the mounted devices.

INTRODUCTION
There has been a trend towards increasing application scenarios
and the miniaturization of the mobile technology,
personalization and the convergence of multiple functionalities
into handheld communication systems as a more challenging
field of scientific research [1]. Among these fast-paced trends
in the communication industry, body-worn devices have
emerged, opening up a new field of research called bodycentric wireless communications. Communication between two
or more devices on or in the human body uses the body surface
as a support in the body-centric communication scenario [2].

To support high data rate transmission, multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO) antennas are the most suitable choice.
It provides increased channel capacity to deal with the
application of a high data rate with less delay and better signal
quality than Single input single output (SISO), Single input
multiple outputs (SIMO), or multiple output single input
(MISO) antennas can. It is still a little frequented area of
research [4] and [5] to investigate MIMO antennas as body
centric devices, and to determine the channel characterisation
with respect to the Ultra-wide band frequency range. However,
substantial work is being done to improve antenna design, and
find how the human body could affect signal performance.
Monopole antennas are examined and their behaviour is
observed at the receiving end; more or less all researchers treat
all the parameters as fixed rather than investigating a real life
scenario [6] and [7]. The capacity comparison is achieved by

The primary focus of this project could be formulated in the
evaluation of an on-body wireless channel at the UltraWideband (UWB) frequency range (3.1GHz – 10.6GHz). At
this high frequency range, the observed propagation of radio
waves involves two possible behaviours: first, the common
behaviour of MIMO System, involves propagation through
multiple paths to the receiver side across the body and also
reflection through the environment and the body parts. The
second propagation behaviour consists of waves creeping over
surface of the body [2]. At higher frequencies propagation
inside the body is negligible.
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water filling, with uniform power distribution. The proposed
model is based on measurements collected in the UWB
frequency range using a MIMO system arrangement for
different placements on the human body. The measurements
are collected from four on-body channels, Belt-head, Beltchest, belt-ankle and belt-back. For the channel matrix the
observed scenarios are combined in order to replicate a user’s
motions, such as hand movements, breathing, talking, walking,
etc., to develop a comprehensive channel model for wireless
body area network.

B. SIGNAL FIDELITY
Pulse distortions introduced by the antenna, can be calculated
on the basis of either frequency or time transfer function.
Formulation of the fidelity between the two waveforms in the
time domain, it will be defined as the normalized correlation
coefficient.

F

FOR

H RX ( , , )

Vrec ( )
Einc ( , , )

(2)

j H RX ( , , )

(3)

HTX ( , , )

(4)

Consider a MIMO system with an M number of transmitting
antennas and N number of receiving antennas.

Figure 1: MIMO antenna array in scattering environment [17]
The signals generated by the transmitter unit can be denoted by
the y(t) = [y1(t), y2(t), y3(t)……., ym(t)], where ym(t) denotes the
signal from the m element of antenna port. The signals at the
receiving antenna are s(t) = [s1(t),s2(t),s3(t)…..,sn(t)], where
sn(t) represent the signal at the n element of the receiving
antenna port.
The radio channel in between the transmitting and receiving
end denoted the relation between them.

The mathematical expressions through which the antenna’s
transmit and receive transfer function can be expressed is set
down as in [15], namely,
(1)

2

MIMO ON-BODY CHANNEL MODEL

FREQUENCY DOMAIN TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

H TX ( , , )

2

The system design of a UWB antenna may be affected by the
impulse response of each UWB antenna itself, subjected to the
time domain signal shape and bandwidth. The major concern in
designing a UWB antenna is what will be its effect on the
human body, and vice versa. To justify the line of argument, or
when investigation in a particular area requires more research,
and resources are limited, the body mounted UWB antenna was
first presented with decreased sensitivity [16].

ULTRA-WIDEBAND

Erad ( , , )
Vin ( )

)dt

C. IMPULSE RESPONSE AND TIME SPREAD

Ultra-Wideband systems are more challenging to design than
narrow band systems and the development of antennas requires
sophistication because of the very wide bandwidth. Typical
characterization parameters for narrowband antennas are such
as the radiation pattern, polarization, orientation of antennas,
and return loss are directly linked to the characterization of
UWB antennas. Therefore, the characterisation of UWB
systems needs more specification in term of frequency range,
specifically targeting the types of UWB system. The most
commonly used parameter is the antenna’s spatial frequency
domain transfer function. Impulse response in the time domain
is also a characteristic parameter for UWB antenna. The
implication of a frequency transfer function to quantify the
radiation pattern for a particular UWB antenna design also
counts among its characteristics. The parameters specially
related to the UWB antennas, plus some of the traditional
design parameters including radiation, efficiency and
impedance matching, are discussed below [15].
A.

x(t ) y (t

x(t ) dt y (t ) dt

The channel characteristics for Ultra-Wideband at the 3.1 – 10
GHz frequency range are discussed in [8], [9] and [10].
Antennas are compared with respect to path loss for the various
on-body channels that are presented in [11] and [12]. For
indoor use, at 846 MHz and 2.45 GHz, channel statistics are
deduced for on-body and off-body channels in [13]. Channel
characteristics for body-worn receivers are modelled at 5.2
GHz, according to their realization two-thirds of their observed
path was Nakagami distributed, while one-third was Rician
distributed. Ryckaert et al. [14] present a BAN channel model
for 400 MHz, 900 MHz and 2.4 GHz with statistical
simulations. Standardization bodies are still encouraging
researchers to probe further into this particular area of on-body
wireless channel characterisation, because there is still room for
fine-tuning before any standardization begins.
DESIGN
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Where, 𝛼𝑀𝑁 is the complex transmission coefficient from
antenna n at the receiver to the antenna m at the transmitter. For
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simplicity, it is being assumed that, 𝛼𝑀𝑁 is the Gaussian
distributed with equal average power [17].

body parts and under different body movements. The
transmitter is fixed with a belt at the waist as explained in table
1 and the receiver is kept at a different location on the body.
Table 2 represents the types of body movements considered
while collecting observations. A graphical representation of a
2x2 mimo system is shown in figure 2, where Tx is the
transmitter side and Rx is the receiver side. However, h11, h12,
h21 and h22 are the 2x2 mimo channel matrix parameters.

Thus, the relation between the input vector y(t) and the output
vector s(t) represented as;

y(t )

H (t )s(t )

(6)

A. ASSUMPTION
It is assumed throughout that the polarization and the radiation
pattern of all the antennas present in the two arrays are the
same. The spatial complex correlation coefficient at the
transmitter between the two consecutive antenna m1 and m2 is
denoted by:

BS
m1m2
Where,

m1n , m2 n

m1n ,

(7)

m2n

Figure 2: The 2x2 MIMO System

is the actually responsible for computing

In our measurement setup, vector network analyser measures
the scattering parameter (S21) parameters of the channel
between two antennas. In order to incorporate the real time
multipath propagation environment, measurement is carried out
in an indoor environment, where obstacles are added in order to
gain multipath propagation. Planar Inverted-F antenna is used
because they are more suitable in on-body communications.
These antennas have an easy fabrication process, less
manufacturing cost and comparatively simple structure [18].
PIFA antenna gained popularity in the application of handy
wireless devices because of its compact and small size, low
profile and all in-one structure [19] and when compared with
other counterparts, PIFA antenna has higher inherited
bandwidth.

the correlation coefficient between m and n. The spatial
correlation matrix at the receiving end would be achieved
through the same relation.

MS
n1n2

n1m ,

(8)

n2 m

By the above mention coefficients the correlation matrix at the
BS could be achieved as:
BS
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In our measurement scenario, the signal received at the receiver
end could be represented as either by the LOS or NLOS or by
the combination of the both LOS and the Rayleigh distributed
time varying component, depending on the on-body channel
taken into observation. Therefore, the spatial sub-channel link
between the jth transmit element and ith receive element can be
formulated as [20]

Through the correlation coefficients at the MS, the correlation
matrix at the MS could be achieved as:
MS
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hij (t )
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m2n2
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,
n1n2 m1m2

j

ij

zij (t )
ij

(13)

represents the phase

of the j and i sub-channel and Z ij (t ) is the correlated NLOS
th

th

component.
In order to acquire complete information about the channel and
the formation of the link budget equation, the primary
parameter of a radio wave is the path loss component. Path loss
of a wireless system can be calculated by the formula

(11)

This is equivalent to
n1m1
n2 m2

Ke

Where, K represents the Rician factor,

If we combine the correlation matrix, achieved through the
correlation between the antennas of the transmitter and receiver
the resultant correlation coefficient could be represented as:

n1m1
n2 m2

pr
K 1

Pr (d )

(12)

Pr (d o ) 10 n log10

d
do

X shad (d )

(14)

Where,

Pr d o referenced distance d o = 1 m subjected to
average path loss

B. THE INVESTIGATED MIMO ON-BODY SYSTEM
The 2x2 MIMO system is used to study a combine effect of
possible channel characteristics under the presence of different
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referenced mean path loss.

they are not efficient for LOS communication or rician fading
because of strong correlation, but this perception is restricted to
a few studies [23], where the MIMO channel capacity increases
in situations of Rician fading.

X shad d , is the zero mean Gaussian random variable
representing lognormal

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

10n log10

d
, path loss component (n) and d o is
d0

The (NxM) MIMO channel matrix H can be formulated
through all the definition taken into consideration
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The 2 x 2 on-body MIMO system is analysed by the 10%
outage and ergodic capacities, through waterfilling and
uniformly distributed power allocation schemes. The
simulation results below derive from a comparison between the
measured and simulated capacities for belt-head, belt-chest,
belt-wrist, and belt-ankle MIMO channels, taking the work
previously done in [20], [24] and [25] as a reference. The
normalization factor of all these four channels is kept same, to
preserve the forbenious norm at M x N. As discussed before, all
four channels act differently on one another in terms of antenna
element correlation. In belt-head and belt-back on-body
channels, the LOS component is comparatively less than
compared to in the belt-chest on-body channel, where the
correlation between the antenna elements is high.

(15)
N

1

z NM t

Z ij (t ) Is the correlated NLOS matrix component and is
determined through the kronecker product of the transmitter
and receiver spatial correlation matrix [20]. Since, in kronecker
product the correlation coefficients are independent of the
transmitter and receiver [21]. However, in an on-body wireless
channel, transmitter and receiver coefficient are dependent on
each other, therefore the traditional definition of the mimo
channel matrix through Kronecker product is not valid.
Therefore, for body area network, joint correlation matrix is
being used instead of kronecker product and the result of
product is as follows:

R

Where,

kl
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Table 1: MIMO Antenna Position over Human Body
Transmitter
Antenna Position

(16)

Belt

Reciever Antenna
Position

On-Body
Channel

Ankle

Belt-Ankle (BA)

Chest

Belt-Chest (BC)

Back

Belt-Back (BB)

Wrist

Belt-Wrist (BW)

is the correlation coefficient between sub-channels

hij and hkl . According to the pragmatic measurement

Table 2: Movements Done for each Channel during
Measurements

12
11 and

22
21 ,

whose values are for transmitting correlation, shows high
measurement on-body channels because there is no local
scattering, which results in de-correlation of the signals, which
21
22
are transmitted. The values 11
and 12
of correlation which
are received shows elevated measurement for belt chest
channel and opposite for belt head channel, which proves a
very weak LOS component in the latter one as compared to the
former one.

Body movements

The maximum throughput a MIMO systems can achieve is not
same as in theory as in practice [22]. There are many limiting
factors of MIMO efficiencies, such as the channel indicators,
correlation, and signal to noise ratio, the antenna separation,
and the relation of the number of antennas in the transmitter
with those in the receiver. Let’s assume that the number of
antennas is fixed, and then the two important factors that can
affect the outcome are the spatial correlation between the subchannels and the average SNR received. Channel capacity is
directly proportional to the SNR received. High SNR also
depends upon the type of link i.e. either Line of Sight (LOS) or
Non Line of Sight (NLOS). In an LOS link, high SNR is
achieved, due to the small amount of signal scattering; as a
result the spatial correlation between the sub-channels is
reduced. A common perception about MIMO antennas is that

Leaning (forward, backward,
sideways)

On-body channel
BC

Random hand movement
Walking and Running
Eating, drinking and lifting
Siting, Standing and Exercise

Typing and Writing
Hands on chest, side and stretching in
front
Punching and Kicking
Waving, Lifting things from floor
Tighten laces and moving feet while
sitting
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A.

be concluded that the waterfilling performs better than equal
power at high and low SNR. However, the difference at high
SNR is not a major one. The capacity of 2 bps/Hz been
achieved at 6 dB SNR values in the case of waterfilling;
however, the same capacity is achieved at 11 dB SNR values in
the case of equal power. Moreover, after 10 dB SNR we can
see a drastically steeper curve with equal power.

BELT-ANKLE CHANNEL

Figure 3 represents the ergodic and outage capacities of beltankle on body channel for waterfilling and equal power
allocation schemes. From this result, it may be noted that at the
low SNR range belt-ankle shows similar behaviour to that of
the Rayleigh fading channel. The path loss factor is high in this
range because of the low LOS component present. Moreover,
the waterfilling provides the optimum capacity values. The
reason behind the efficiency of waterfilling is that the power is
distributed optimally between the Eigen channels according to
their state and to balance the disadvantage of low SNR.
Whenever distribution is uniform, the power is kept at a certain
value in all channels which produces an imbalance. With the
waterfilling scheme, the on-body channel behaves very
similarly to the Rayleigh channels when subjected to 6 dB SNR
range. The capacity values achieved by both techniques are
approachable at different SNR, the capacity of 2 bps/Hz is
achieved at 6 dB SNR with waterfilling, but with equal power
the same capacity value is achieved at 8 dB SNR. Given high
SNR values, no major difference can be observed between the
waterfilling and equal power distribution because the factor
that determines the capacity is SNR. Therefore, from the
standpoint of computational complexity, equal power would be
a better choice for high SNR values because of its simplicity.
However, the other factor that outweighs the complexity factor
is battery consumption. It is evident that battery consumption is
higher with equal power than with water filling because of the
large number of iterations required to reach its mean value.

Figure 4: Comparison of different capacities of Belt-chest onbody channel
C.

Figure 5 represents the third on-body channel, namely beltback, where the receiver antenna is placed at the back of the
human body. Here, as it is clear from the setup, the NLOS part
would be present and the LOS component would be
suppressed. The low spatial correlation results in the case of
belt back in blurring of the antenna elements which took the
channel close to the Rayleigh channel. Now, the capacity
factor, as discussed in connection with the previous on-body
channel, is the same. Here, waterfilling also outperformed
equal power, which shows its competence in both transmission
links, LOS and NLOS. Here the NLOS example is observed,
while in the belt-chest case, where the LOS component is
dominant, waterfilling obtains better capacity values than equal
power does. In this channel, at low SNR values, the capacity
values are well realized by waterfilling. However, at higher
SNR, equal power approaches the waterfilling capacity values
which are considered similar for further high SNR > 20 dB.

Figure 3: Comparison of different capacities of the belt-ankle
on-body channel
B.

BELT-BACK CHANNEL

BELT-CHEST CHANNEL

In Figure 4, which shows the belt-chest on body wireless
channel capacities, the ergodic and outage capacities are plotted
at different SNR values, using waterfilling and equal power
allocation schemes. These graphs represent the same behaviour
as discussed above in regard to the belt-ankle channel. These
capacities and values can be understood at two levels; one
represents low SNR values, where the waterfilling on equal
power is dominant, affording better throughput and less
computation, which causes lower consumption of battery
power consumption and increases the lifetime of the battery
backup. On the other hand high SNR values; still waterfilling
ergodic capacity graph shows a slightly better performance
than its equal power counterpart. From the graph below, it may

Figure 5: Comparison of different capacities of the belt-back
on-body channel
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MIMO antenna in our system. Four on-body channels – beltchest, belt-wrist, belt-waist and belt-ankle – are analysed
through measurements taken in real-time scenarios and
simulation results. These measurements (scattering parameters)
are taken at different intervals of time with multiple body
movements. Body movements introduce the body shadowing
effect in our measurement. The application of MIMO Planer
Inverted-F Antenna (PIFA) in body-centric wireless
communication is found to be very robust and effective for
achieving increased capacity, as evident from the simulation
results. UWB (3.1 – 10.6 GHz) radio signal use in our proposed
system is also responsible for increased capacity and improved
data throughput in low SNR because of the large bandwidth
support. At low SNR values, the comparison is significant:
waterfilling is observed to dominate with an increased
throughput/data rate, producing the best capacity values.

D. BELT-WRIST CHANNEL
Figure 6 represents the belt-wrist channel where the receiving
antenna is fixed on the wrist. This channel is important to the
antenna because it is unique to its dynamic nature, because the
link observed in this communication generally has some partial
LOS component and some transition from the LOS to NLOS is
noticed. Here, the average capacity increase is less than 1
bps/Hz per 2 dB rise in SNR. More or less the same profile of
waterfilling and equal power allocation is observed, as
discussed above. SNR values are the distinguishing factor for
the performance of waterfilling and equal power. Equal power
capacity graphs show steeping behaviour after 10 dB SNR and
acquire approximately the same capacity value. For the SNR >
10 dB values, the capacity values deduced from equal power
are not reliable. However, in the same scenario, waterfilling
starts with reasonably good capacity values and maintains its
performance up to a total of 20 dB SNR.
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